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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel and highly robust estimator, called MDPE1 (Maximum Density Power
Estimator). This estimator applies nonparametric density estimation and density gradient estimation techniques in
parametric estimation (“model fitting”). MDPE optimizes an objective function that measures more than just the
size of the residuals. Both the density distribution of data points in residual space and the size of the residual
corresponding to the local maximum of the density distribution, are considered as important characteristics in our
objective function. MDPE can tolerate more than 85% outliers. Compared with several other recently proposed
similar estimators, MDPE has a higher robustness to outliers and less error variance.
We also present a new range image segmentation algorithm, based on a modified version of the MDPE (QuickMDPE), and its performance is compared to several other segmentation methods. Segmentation requires more than
a simple minded application of an estimator, no matter how good that estimator is: our segmentation algorithm
overcomes several difficulties faced with applying a statistical estimator to this task.
Keywords: robust estimation, breakdown point, model fitting, range image segmentation, least median of squares,
residual consensus, adaptive least kth order squares, mean shift, random sample consensus, Hough transform

1.

Introduction

An important goal of many computer vision algorithms
is to extract geometric information from an image, or
from image sequences. Parametric models play a vital
role in this and other activities in computer vision research. When engaged in parametric fitting in a computer vision context, it is important to recognise that
data obtained from the image or image sequences may
be inaccurate. It is almost unavoidable that data are
contaminated (due to faulty feature extraction, sensor
noise, segmentation errors, etc.) and it is also likely
that the data will include multiple structures. We can
say that the first set of contaminations will introduce
outliers into the data and that the second (multiple
structures) will introduce pseudo-outliers into the data.
Pseudo-outliers are distinguished from outliers in that

they represent valid data—merely that they are extraneous to a given single parametric model fit.
Thus it is widely acknowledged that computer vision
algorithms should be robust (to outliers and pseudooutliers). This rules out a simple-minded application
of the least squares (LS) method. Although the least
squares estimator is highly efficient when data are corrupted by Gaussian noise, it is extremely sensitive to
outliers. As a result, this method may break down when
the data contain outliers. The breakdown point of an estimator may be roughly defined as the smallest percentage of outlier contamination that can cause the estimator to produce arbitrarily large values (Rousseeuw and
Leroy, 1987, p. 9). The LS estimator has a breakdown
point of 0%, because only one single extreme outlier
is sufficient to force the LS estimator to produce arbitrarily large values.
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Great efforts have been made in the search for high
breakdown point estimators in recent decades. Although several robust estimators were developed during the past three decades, most of them (such as the
LMedS and the LTS (Rousseeuw, 1984)) can only tolerate 50% gross errors. In computer vision tasks, it
frequently happens that outliers and pseudo-outliers
occupy the absolute majority of the data. Therefore,
the requirement that outliers occupy less than 50%
of all the data points is far from being satisfied for
the real tasks faced in computer vision. A good robust estimator should be able to correctly find the fit
when outliers occupy a higher percentage of the data
(more than 50%). Also, ideally, the estimator should
be able to resist the influence of all types of outliers
(e.g., uniformly distributed outliers, clustered outliers
and pseudo-outliers).
In the statistical literature (Huber, 1981; Rousseeuw
and Leroy, 1987), there are a number of precise definitions of robustness and of robust properties: including
the aforementioned “breakdown point”—which is an
attempt to characterize the tolerance of an estimator to
large percentages of outliers. Loosely put, such estimators should still perform reliably even if up to 50% of
the data do not belong to the model we seek to fit (in
statistics, these “outliers” are usually false recordings
or other “wrong” data). Estimators, such as the Least
Median of Squares, that have a proven breakdown point
of 0.5, have been much vaunted; particularly since this
is generally viewed to be the best achievable. It would
be desirable to place all estimators on such a firm theoretical footing by, amongst other things, defining and
proving their “breakdown-point”. However, in practice,
it is usually not possible to do so. Moreover, one can
question whether the current definitions of such notions are appropriate for the tasks at hand—in order to
yield mathematical tractability, they may be too narrow/restrictive. For example, does one care if there is
one single, unlikely if not impossible, configuration of
data that will lead to the breakdown of an estimator if
all practical examples of data can be reliably tackled?
Moreover, as appealing as it is to quote theoretical results, it may mean little in practice. Taking for example
the Least Median of Squares estimator: the estimator is
too costly to implement and so everyone implements an
approximate version of that estimator—no such proofs
exist (nor can they) assuring a precise breakdown point
for such approximate versions of the estimators. Not to
mention the fact that there are data sets, having less
than 50% outliers, where even the true Least Median

of Squares will provably fail (for example clustered
outliers); of course such configurations are carefully
excluded by the careful phrasing of the formal proofs
of robustness. Yet clustered outliers, perhaps unlikely
in the mainstream statistical examples, are somewhat
likely in computer vision tasks when we consider the
notion of pseudo-outliers (Stewart, 1997)—data belonging to a second “object” or “objects” within the
image.
Several venerable techniques (e.g., RANSAC,
Hough transform) have proven themselves as reliable workhorses (tolerating very high percentages of
outliers—usually much over 50%), but no formal proof
or definition of breakdown point exists. We may say
that these have an empirically determined very high
breakdown point, meaning that these are “unlikely” to
breakdown and can usually tolerate extremely high levels of outliers (much in excess of 50%).
Thus, in this paper, though we are motivated by the
appealing notion of strictly provable robustness in the
form of high breakdown point, we follow a growing tradition of authors (Yu et al., 1994; Stewart, 1995; Lee
et al., 1998) that present estimators, that have empirically demonstrated robust qualities and are supported
by plausible arguments, based (as is, we might emphasize, the approximate Least Median of Squares technique used by many statisticians and other scientists
alike) on the similarity of the proposed technique to estimators that do have provably high breakdown points.
This paper presents a novel robust estimator
(MDPE). The goals in designing the MDPE are: it
should be able to fit signals corresponding to less than
50% of the data points and be able to fit data with
multi-structures. In developing the MDPE, we make
the common assumption that the residuals of the inliers are contaminated by Gaussian noise (although the
precise nature of the noise distribution is not that essential, depending only upon zero mean and unimodality).
We also assume that the signal (we seek to fit) occupies a relative majority of the data—that is, there are
no other populations, belonging to valid structures, that
singly has a larger population. In other words, if there
are multiple structures, we seek to fit the largest structure (in terms of population of data—which is often related to but not necessarily identical to geometric size).
Of course, in a complete application of the MDPE,
such as the range segmentation algorithm presented
later, one can apply the estimator serially to identify
the largest structured population, remove it and then
seek the largest in the remaining population etc.

MDPE: A Very Robust Estimator

Key components of MDPE are: Probability Density
estimation in conjunction with Mean Shift techniques
(Fukunaga and Hostetler, 1975). The mean shift vector always points towards the direction of the maximum increase in the probability density function (see
Section 3). Through the mean shift iterations, the local
maximum density, corresponding to the mode (or the
center of the regions of high concentration) of data, can
be found.
The MDPE depends upon an objective function,
which consists of two factors:
• The density distribution of the data points (in residual
space) estimated by the density estimation technique.
• The size of the residual corresponding to the local
maximum of the probability density distribution.
If the signal is correctly fitted, the densities of inliers
should be as large as possible; at the same time, the
center of the high concentration of data should be as
close to zero as possible in the residual space.
MDPE can tolerate a large percentage of outliers and
pseudo-outliers (empirically, usually more than 85%)
and it can achieve better performance than other similar
robust estimators. To demonstrate the performance of
MDPE, we first present some simple tests based upon
both synthetic and real images. However, a good estimator is generally only one component of a complete
scheme to successfully tackle meaningful computer vision tasks. Thus, in the latter part of this paper, we
develop a complete algorithm for the challenging task
of range segmentation, using MDPE at its core. We
also modify the MDPE to produce a quicker version—
QMDPE, with higher computing speed but a little lower
robustness to outliers (still higher than other compared
estimators). Experimental comparisons of the proposed
approach, and several other state-of-the-art methods,
support the claim that the proposed method is more
robust to outliers.
In the latter part of construction of this paper, the
authors became aware of Chen and Meer (2002). This
work has some similar ideas to our work in that both
methods employ kernel density estimation technique.
However, their work places emphasis on the projection
pursuit paradigm and on data fusion. Moreover, they
use an M-estimator paradigm (see Section 2). Though
there are nice theoretical links between M-estimator
versions of robust estimators and kernel density estimation, as referred to in that paper, the crucial fact
remains that LMedS and RANSAC type methods have
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a higher breakdown point (especially in higher dimension). Moreover, only synthetic examples containing
relatively few surfaces are given, and no comparisons to
recently proposed robust approaches (such as, ALKS,
RESC, etc.) are given in that paper. Thus, though their
work employs kernel density estimation that is also
a key to our own approach, the differences are significant: (1) The spaces considered are different: in
their methods, they considered their mode of the density estimate in the projection space along the direction
of parameter vector. MDPE considers the density distribution of the mode in the residual space. (2) The
implication of the mode is different: they sought the
mode that corresponds to the maximum density in the
projection space, which maximizes the projection index. MDPE considers not only the density distribution
of the mode, which is assumed having Gaussian-like
distribution, in the residual space, but also the size of
the residual corresponding to the center of the mode.
(3) They used a variable bandwidth technique that
is proportional with the MAD scale estimate. However, as Chen and Meer said, MAD may be unreliable when the distribution is multi-modal, which may
cause problems with the bandwidth estimation; similarly, for small measurement noise, h may be problematic if the bandwidth is not bounded below. We used a
fixed bandwidth technique to estimate the density distribution. The relationship between the choice of the
bandwidth and the results of MDPE (and QMDPE) is
investigated in this paper. (4) In their method, the computational complexity is greatly increased for higher dimensions because the search space is much larger with
the increase of the dimension of the parameter space.
Thus, a more efficient search strategy is demanded for
higher dimension in their method. In our method, like
RESC, ALKS, LMedS, etc., one-dimensional residual
space is analyzed rather than multi-dimensional parameter space. The time complexity of MDPE (and
RESC, ALKS, LMedS, etc.) is related to the random
sampling time, which will be affected by both the dimension of the parameter space and the percentage
of outliers. (5) Because their method employed a projection pursuit technique, more supporting data points
(Chen and Meer, 2002, p. 249) are needed to yield
reliable results. Thus, they randomly choose the data
points in one bin from the upper half of the ranking (by
the number of points inside each bin) followed by region growing to reach more data points. In MDPE, we
randomly choose p-subsets from the whole data each
time, and calculate the parameters by the p-subset and
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then the residuals of all data points by the obtained
parameters.
At this point in time, it is difficult to compare the
performance of the two approaches.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We provide a novel estimator, MDPE, which can
usually tolerate more than 85% outliers although it
is simple and easy to implement. The performances
of MDPE have been compared with those of five
other popular methods, including traditional ones
(RANSAC, Hough Transform, and LMedS) and recently proposed ones (RESC and ALKS).
• We modify the MDPE to produce a quicker
version—QMDPE.
• We propose an algorithm, using the QMDPE, for
range image segmentation. The comparative experiments illustrate that the proposed algorithm can
achieve good results even when the range images are
contaminated by a large number of (impulse) noisy
data points.
The organization of this paper is as follows: we review
several previous methods and their limits in Section 2.
The density gradient estimation and the mean shift
method are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the MDPE method. Comparative experimental results
of the MDPE and several other robust estimators are
contained in Section 5. In Section 6, a quick version
of the MDPE—QMDPE is presented. Section 7 provides a realistic application of the QMDPE to range
image segmentation: indeed, a complete segmentation
algorithm is given and is shown to be very effective for
this task. Finally, we conclude with a summary and a
discussion of further possible work.
2.

Previous Robust Estimators

The Hough Transform was developed first to detect
simple curves such as lines and circles (Hough, 1962).
The basic Hough Transform is a voting technique. A
typical implementation of the technique is to count
the number of data features that are mapped into each
cell in quantized parameter space. The Hough Transform has attracted a great deal of attention, and many
improvements have been made, like the generalized
Hough Transform, the probabilistic Hough Transform
and the hierarchical Hough Transform (Illingworth and
Kittler, 1988; Leavers, 1993).

The Hough transform has been recognized as being a powerful tool in shape analysis, model fitting,
motion segmentation, which gives good results even
in the presence of noise and occlusion. Major shortcomings of the Hough Transform are excessive storage requirements and computational complexity. Typically, the store space and time complexity need about
O(N p ), where p is the dimension of parameter space
and N is the number that each parameter space is quantized into. Another problem of the Hough Transform
is its limited precision. Generally speaking, increasing the quantization number of each parameter space
will lead to a higher precision; however, this will also
increases the computational cost. Finally, though the
Hough Transform can be successfully applied to estimate multiple structures, one might have to solve many
practical problems in multimodel parameter space. In
effect, the hard problems have been deferred to the analysis of parameter space. Though the Hough Transform
tends to demonstrate robustness in the presence of relatively high percentages of outliers, no formal proof
of robustness (in terms of breakdown point) seems to
exist.
Fischler and Bolles (1981) provided a generateand-test paradigm: RANdom Sample Consensus
(RANSAC). They used the minimum number of data
points, a p-subset ( p is the dimension of parameter
space), necessary to estimate the parameters of the
model. Thus, RANSAC uses a random sampling technique: randomly sample p-subsets from the whole data
until at least one p-subset is clean (i.e. it does not include outliers). Provided with a correct error bound of
inliers, the method can find a model even when data
contain a large percentage of gross errors. One major
problem with RANSAC is the technique needs priori
knowledge of the error bound of inliers (see Section 5).
The maximum-likelihood-type estimators (Mestimators) (Huber, 1973, 1981) are well known among
the robust estimators. The theory of M-estimators was
firstly developed by Huber. They minimize the sum
of a symmetric, positive-definite function of the residuals with a unique minimum at zero. Although Mestimators can reduce the influence of outliers, they
have breakdown points less than 1/( p + 1), where p is
the number of the parameters to estimate. This means
that the breakdown point of M-estimators will diminish
when the dimension of the parameter vector increases.
Rousseeuw proposed the least median of squares
(LMedS) method in 1984 (Rousseeuw, 1984). The
LMedS finds the parameters to be estimated by
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minimizing the median of squared residuals corresponding to the data points. In practice, only an approximate LMedS, based upon random sampling, can
be implemented for any problem of a reasonable size—
we generally refer to this approximate version when
we use the term LMedS (a convention adopted by most
other authors as well). The LMedS method was based
on certain assumptions as follows:
• The signal to estimate should occupy the majority of
all the data points, that is, more than 50% data points
should belong to the signal to estimate.
• The correct fit will correspond to the one with the
least median of squared residuals. This criterion is
not always true when the data includes multiple
structures and clustered outliers, and when the variance of inliers is large.
• We already know what kind of primitive model to
fit, e.g., to fit a circle, an ellipse, a plane, etc. (Roth
and Levine, 1990).
• There always is at least one signal in the data. If there
is no signal in the data, the LMedS will “hallucinate”
and still find one fit involving 50% of the data points
(Stewart, 1995).
Although the LMedS has been very successfully applied to a single signal corrupted with uniformly distributed outliers, it is less effective when presented with
multiple structures and clustered outliers. Even more,
when the gross errors comprise more than 50% of the
data, the LMedS method will fail completely. Moreover, though there is a formal proof of high breakdown
point (0.5, see Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, p. 125),
this proof only applies to the exact LMedS and not the
approximate method (using random sampling) that has
to be used in practice. It can also be shown that, despite the “proof”, the method will fail when outliers,
less than 50%, are grossly clustered (see Section 5;
Wang and Suter, 2003a).
Obviously, the requirement for 50% or more data
belonging to inliers may not be always satisfied, e.g.,
when the data contain multiple surfaces, when data
from multiple views are merged, or when there are more
than 50% noise data points existing in the data. For
these cases, we need to find a more robust estimator
that can tolerate more than 50% outliers.
Although the breakdown point in statistics is proved
to be bounded by 0.5 (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987,
p. 125), the proof shows that they require the robust
estimator has a unique solution (more technically, they
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require affine equivariance). When outliers (including
pseudo-outliers associated with multiple structures) occupy more than 50% of the whole data, a robust method
may return one of the multiple valued solutions (Yu
et al., 1994).
As Stewart (1999) said: the nature of computer vision problem alters the performance requirements of
the robust estimators in a number of ways. The optimum breakdown point of 0.5 must be surpassed in
some domains. A robust estimator with more than 0.5
breakdown point is possible. That is, a robust estimator
may have a higher than 0.5 breakdown point if we relax the single solution requirement, and permit the case
of multiple solutions to exist (Yu et al., 1994; Stewart,
1995; Lee et al., 1998). This can be done through the
use of RANSAC or Hough Transform if a priori error bound is available, or through adaptive techniques
based on scale estimates such as ALKS and MUSE, etc.
(Stewart, 1999). Though none of them have a theoretically proven breakdown point higher than 0.5, plausible
arguments, supported by experiments, suggest that they
do in practice.
RESC is another successful example of these methods (Yu et al., 1994). The RESC method uses a compressed histogram method to infer residual consensus.
Instead of using the size of the residuals as its criteria, the RESC method uses the histogram power as
its criteria. The RESC method finds the parameters by
choosing the p-subset corresponding to the maximum
histogram power. Yu et al. (1994) claim that the RESC
has a high breakdown point which can tolerate more
than 80% outliers. They applied RESC to range image
segmentation. But no comparative experiments were
given.
MINPRAN is another kind of estimator that claims
to tolerate more than 50% outliers (Stewart, 1995). It
can find the correct model in the data involving more
than 50% outliers without a priori knowledge about
error bounds and it is claimed that it does not “hallucinate” fits when there are no real structures in the
data. However, MINPRAN assumes that the outliers
are randomly distributed within a certain range. This
makes MINPRAN less effective in extracting multiple
structures.
The authors of MUSE (Miller and Stewart, 1996) and
those of ALKS (Lee et al., 1998) consider robust scale
estimation and they both arguably tolerate outliers in
excess of 50%. MUSE and ALKS can perform better
than LMedS and M-estimators at small scale discontinuities. However, MUSE needs a lookup table for the
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scale estimator correction; ALKS is limited in its ability
to handle extreme outliers. Another problem we found
in ALKS is its lack of stability under a small percentage
of outliers (which will be illustrated in Section 4).
Bab-Hadiashar and Suter (1999) have used least K th order (rather than median) methods and a heuristic
way of estimating scale to perform range segmentation. However, though their method can handle large
percentages of outliers and pseudo-outliers, it does not
seem to be successful in tolerating extreme cases, situations where the method presented here, still does well.

According to (3), the density gradient estimate of the
Epanechnikov kernel can be written as



1
d
+
2
n
x
[X i − x] (4)
∇ˆ f (x) =
n(h d cd ) h 2
n x X i ∈Sh (x)
where the region Sh (x) is a hypersphere of the radius h,
having the volume h d cd , centered at x, and containing
n x data points.
The mean shift vector Mh (x) is defined as
Mh (x) ≡

3.

Density Gradient Estimation
and Mean Shift Method

1
nx



[X i − x] =

X i ∈Sh (x)

1
nx


X i ∈Sh (x)

Xi − x
(5)

Equation (4) can be rewritten as

There are several nonparametric methods available for
probability density estimation: the histogram method,
the naive method, the nearest neighbor method, and
kernel estimation (Silverman, 1986) The kernel estimation method is one of the most popular techniques
used in estimating density. Given a set of n data points
{X i }i=1,...,n in a d-dimensional Euclidian space R d , the
multivariate kernel density estimator with kernel K and
window radius (band-width) h is defined as follows
(Silverman, 1986, p. 76)


n

x − Xi
ˆf (x) = 1
K
nh d i=1
h

(1)

Mh (x) ≡

h 2 ∇ˆ f (x)
d + 2 fˆ(x)

(6)

Equation (6) firstly appeared in Fukunaga and Hostetler
(1975). Equation (5) shows that the mean shift vector is
the difference between the local mean and the center of
the window. Equation (6) shows the mean shift vector
is an estimate of the normalized density gradient. The
mean shift is an unsupervised nonparametric estimator
of density gradient. One characteristic of the mean shift
vector is that it always points towards the direction of
the maximum increase in the density.
The Mean Shift algorithm can be described as
follows:

The kernel function K (x) should satisfy some conditions (Wand and Jones, 1995, p. 95). There are several different kinds of kernels. The Epanechnikov kernel (Silverman, 1986, p. 76) is one optimum kernel
which yields minimum mean integrated square error
(MISE):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.


 1 c−1 (d + 2)(1 − X T X )
K e (X ) = 2 d

0

The converged centers (or windows) correspond to
modes (or centers of the regions of high concentration) of data represented as arbitrary-dimensional
vectors. The proof of the convergence of the mean
shift algorithm can be found in Comaniciu and Meer
(1999, 2002). Since its introduction by Fukunaga and
Hostetler (1975), the mean shift method has been extensively exploited and applied in low level computer
vision tasks (Cheng, 1995; Comaniciu and Meer, 1997,
1999, 2002) for its ease and efficiency.
To illustrate the mean shift method, two sets of samples from normal distributions were generated, each
having 1000 data points and with unit variance. One
had a distribution with zero mean, and the other had

if X X < 1
T

otherwise
(2)

where cd is the volume of the unit d-dimensional
sphere, e.g., c1 = 2, c2 = π, c3 = 4π/3.
The estimate of the density gradient can be defined
as the gradient of the kernel density estimate (1)


n
1 
x − Xi
ˆ
ˆ
∇ f (x) ≡ ∇ f (x) =
∇K
nh d i=1
h

(3)

Choose the radius of the search window.
Initialize the location of the window.
Compute the mean shift vector Mh (x).
Translate the search window by Mh (x).
Step 3 and step 4 are repeated until convergence.
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Figure 1.

One example where the mean shift estimator found the local maximum of the probability densities.

a mean of 4.0 (see Fig. 1). These points were distributed along the abscissa but here we choose to plot
only the corresponding probability density at those data
points. We selected two initial points as the centers
of the initial windows: P0 (−2.0) and P1 (2.5). The
search window radius was chosen as 1.0. After applying the mean shift algorithm, the mean shift estimator automatically found the local maximum densities
(the centers of converged windows). Precisely, P0 located at −0.0305, and P1 with 4.0056. The centers (P0
and P1 ) of the converged windows correspond to the
local maximum probability densities, that is, the two
modes.

4.
4.1.

Maximum Density Power Estimator—MDPE
The Density Power (DP)

Random sampling techniques have been widely used in
a lot of methods, for example, LMedS, RESC, ALKS,
etc. Each uses the random sampling techniques to
choose p points, called a p-subset, determines the parameters of a model for that p-subset ( p equals 2 for
a line, 3 for a circle or plane, 6 for a quadratic curve),
and finally outputs the parameters determined by the psubset with the minimum or maximum of the respective
objective function. They differ in their objective func-

tions used to rank the p-subsets. Here we derive a new
objective function.
When a model is correctly fitted, there are two criteria that should be satisfied:
(1) Data points on or near the model (inliers) should
be as many as possible;
(2) The residuals of inliers should be as small as possible.
Most objective functions of existing random sampling
methods consider either one of the criteria or both.
RANSAC (Fischler and Rolles, 1981) applies criterion
(1) into its optimization process and outputs the results
with the highest number of data points within an error bound; The Least squares method uses criterion (2)
as its objective function, but minimizes the residuals of
all data points without the ability to differentiate the inliers from the outliers; MUSE, instead of minimizing
the residuals of inliers, minimizes the scale estimate
provided by the kth ordered absolute residual. RESC
combines both criteria into its objective function, i.e.,
the histogram power. Among all these methods, RESC
obtains the highest breakdown point. It seems that it
is preferable to consider both criteria in the objective
function.
The new estimator we introduce here, MDPE, also
considers these two criteria in its objective function. We
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assume the residuals of the inliers (good data points)
satisfy a zero mean, smooth and unimodal distribution:
e.g., a Gaussian-like distribution. If the model to fit is
correctly estimated, the data points on or near the fitted
structure should have a higher probability density; and
at the same time, the center of the converged window by
the mean shift procedure (corresponding to the highest
local probability density) should be as close to zero
as possible in residual space. According to the above
assumptions, our objective function ψDP considers two
factors: (1) the densities fˆ(X i ) of all data points within
the converged window Wc and (2) the center X c of the
ˆ
converged window. Thus ψDP ∝
X i ∈Wc f (X i ) and
ψDP ∝ |X1c | . We define the probability density power
function as follows:
ψDP =

X i ∈Wc

fˆ(X i )

exp(|X c |)

(7)

The MDPE Algorithm

As Lee stated, any one-step robust estimator cannot
have a breakdown point exceeding 50%, but estimators adopting multiple-step procedures with an apparent breakdown point exceeding 50% are possible (Lee
et al., 1998).
The MDPE adopts a multistep procedure. The procedure of the MDPE can be described as follows:
(1) Choose a search window radius h, and a repetition
count m. The value m, for the probability P that
at least one “clean” p-subset being chosen from m
p-subsets, is determined by
m=

(3)

(4)

α

where X c is the center of the converged window Wc
obtained by applying the mean shift procedure. α is a
factor that adjusts the relative influence of the probability density to the residual of the point corresponding to
the center of the converged window.2 α is empirically
set to 1.0. Experimentally, we have found the above
form to behave better than various other alternatives
having the same general form.
If a model is found, |X c | is very small, and the densities within the converged window are very high. Thus
our objective function will produce a high score. Experiments, presented next, show the MDPE is a very
powerful method for data with a large percentage of
outliers.
4.2.

(2)

log(1 − P)
,
log[1 − (1−ε) p ]

(5)
(6)

where ε is the fraction of outliers (possibly including pseudo-outliers, clustered and uniformly
distributed outliers) contained in the whole set of
points.
Randomly choose one p-subset, estimate the model
parameters by the p-subset, and calculate the
signed residuals of all data points.
Apply the mean shift steps in the residual space
with initial window center zero. Notice that
the mean shift is employed in one-dimensional
space—signed residual space. The converged window center C can be obtained by the mean shift
procedure in Section 3.
Calculate the densities (using Eq. (1)) corresponding to the positions of all data points within the
converged window with radius h in the residualdensity space.
Calculate the density power according to Eq. (7).
Repeat Step (2) to Step (5) m times. Finally, output
the parameters with the maximum density power.

The results are from one p-subset, corresponding to
the maximum density power. In order to improve the
statistical efficiency, a weighted least square procedure
(Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987, p. 202) can be carried
out after the initial MDPE fit.
Instead of estimating the fit involving the absolute majority in the data set, the MDPE finds a fit
having a relative majority of the data points. This
makes it possible, in practice, for the MDPE to obtain a high robustness that can tolerate more than 50%
outliers.
5.

Experiments and Analysis

Next, we will compare the abilities of several estimators
(MDPE, RESC, ALKS, LMedS, RANSAC, and Hough
Transform) to deal with data with a large percentage of
outliers. We choose RANSAC and Hough Transform
as two methods to compare with, because they are very
popular methods and have been widely applied in computer vision. Provided with the correct error tolerance
(for RANSAC) and bin size (for Hough Transform),
they can tolerate more than 50% outliers. Although
LMedS has only 0.5 breakdown point and can not tolerate more than 50% outliers, it needs no prior knowledge of the variance of inliers. RESC and ALKS are two
relatively new methods and represent modern developments in robust estimation. We also note that RANSAC,
LMedS, RESC, ALKS, and MDPE all adopt similar
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four-step procedures: randomly sampling; estimating
the parameter candidate for each sample; evaluating
the quality of each candidate; outputting the final parameter estimate with the best quality measure.
We will investigate the characteristics of the six
methods under clustered outliers and different percentages of outliers, the time complexity of the five comparative methods (LMedS, RANSAC, ALKS, RESC,
and MDPE), the breakdown plot of the six methods,
and test the influence of the choice of window radius
on the MDPE. Unless we specify, the window radius h
for MDPE will be set at 2.0 for all experiments in this
paper.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, the performance of MDPE in line
fitting and circle fitting will be demonstrated and its tolerance to large percentages of outliers will be compared
with five other popular methods: RANSAC, Hough
Transform, LMedS, RESC, and ALKS. The time complexity of the five methods (except for Hough Transform) will also be evaluated and compared. (Note:
space limitation does not permit inclusion of all experiments we have performed). We will show some methods break down. We can and have checked whether
such a breakdown is an artifact of implementation (e.g.
randomly sampling) or whether the breakdown is the
result of the objective function for that method scoring
wrong fit “better” than the true one—see discussions
later.
Experiment 1.1: Line Fitting. We generated four
kinds of data (step, three-step, roof, and six-line),
each with a total of 500 data points. The signals were corrupted by Gaussian noise with zero
mean and standard variance σ . Among the 500 data
points, α data points were randomly distributed in
the range of (0, 100). The i’th structure has γi data
points.
(a) Step: x: (0–55), y = 30, γ1 = 65; x: (55–100),
y = 40, γ2 = 30; α = 405; σ = 1.5.
(b) Three-step: x: (0–30), y = 20, γ1 = 45; x: (30–
55), y = 40, γ2 = 30; x: (55–80), y = 60, γ3 =
30; x: (80–100), y = 80, γ4 = 30; α = 365;
σ = 1.
(c) Roof: x: (0–55), y = x +30, γ1 = 35; x: (55–100),
y = 140 − x, γ2 = 30; α = 435; σ = 1.
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(d) Six-line: x: (0–25), y = 3x, γ1 = 30; x: (25–50),
y =150–3x, γ2 = 20; x: (25–50), y = 3x − 75,
γ3 = 20; x: (50–75), y = 3x − 150, γ4 = 20;
x: (50–75), y =225–3x, γ5 = 20; x: (75–100),
y = 300 − 3x, γ6 = 20; α = 370; σ = 0.1.
From Fig. 2, we can see that because LMedS has only
a 0.5 breakdown point, it cannot resist more than 50%
outliers. Thus, LMedS failed to fit all the four signals; The ALKS, RESC and MDPE approaches all
have a higher robustness, compared with LMedS, to
outliers. But the results show that ALKS is not applicable for the signals with such large percentages of
outliers because it failed in all four cases. RESC, although having a very high robustness, fitted one model,
but failed three. The Hough Transform could not correctly fit the step signals, which happen to fall near an
inclined line, with large percentages of outliers. Provided with the correct error bound of inliers, RANSAC
correctly fitted three signals, but failed one. Only the
MDPE method correctly fitted all the four signals. The
MDPE didn’t breakdown even with 94% outliers. In
Fig. 2(d), we can see, although MDPE, Hough Transform, and RANSAC did not breakdown, they found different lines in the six-line signal (according to their own
criterion).
Among these six methods, MDPE, RESC and
RANSAC are similar to each other. They all randomly
choose p-subsets and try to estimate parameters by a
p-subset corresponding to the maximum value of their
object function. Thus, their object functions are the
core that determines how much robustness to outliers
these methods have. RANSAC considers only the number of data points falling into given error bound of inliers; RESC considers the number of data points within
the mode and the residual distributions of these points;
MDPE considers not only the density distribution of
the mode, which is assumed having Gaussian-like distribution, in the residual space, but also the size of the
residual corresponding to the center of the mode.
It is important to point out that the failures of RESC,
ALKS, LMedS, and RANSAC, and Hough Transform
in some of or all of the four signals is inherent and not
simply an artefact of our implementation. Let us check
the criteria of RESC and we will understand why RESC
failed to fit to the three signals. The objective function of RESC for the correct fit is 7.0 (for one-step
signal), 5.8 (for three-steps signal) and is 4.4 (for sixlines signal). However, the objective function of RESC
for the estimated parameters is 7.6 for a step, 8.1 for
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Figure 2. Comparing the performance of six methods: (a) fitting a step with a total of 87% outliers; (b) fitting three steps with a total of 91%
outliers; (c) fitting a roof with a total of 93% outliers; and (d) fitting six lines with a total of 94% outliers.

three steps and 5.3 for the six-line signal. In fact, during the searching procedure, the RESC estimator consistently maximizes its objective function—histogram
power, starting with initial fits that have a smaller histogram power, but successively finding fits with higher
histogram power–proceeding to even higher histogram
power than that possessed by the true fit. The failures
of RANSAC, LMedS and ALKS have similar mechanism: for example, the median of residuals of the true fit
is 16.8, 29.2 and 97.0 for a step, three steps and six lines
respectively. However the median of residuals of final
result by the LMedS method is 16.3, (for a step), 15.5
(for three steps) and 23.4 (for six lines). The problem
is not with the implementation but with the criterion.

Experiment 1.2: Circle Fitting. The MDPE is a general method that can be easily extended to fit other kinds
of models, such as circles, ellipsis, planes, etc. Figure 3
shows the ability of the MDPE to fit circles under 95%
outliers. Five circles were generated, each with 101
data points and σ = 0.1. 1500 random outliers were
distributed at range (−75–75). Thus, for each circle, it
has 1904 outliers (404 pseudo-outliers plus 1500 random outliers). The MDPE method gave more accurate
results than LMedS, RESC, and ALKS. Hough Transform and RANSAC also correctly fit the circles when
provided with correct bin size (for Hough Transform)
and error bound of inliers (for RANSAC). The three
methods (MDPE, Hough Transform, and RANSAC)
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Figure 3.
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One example of fitting circles by the six methods. The data had about 95% outliers.

fitted three different circles according to their own
criterion.

and Levine, 1991; Yu et al., 1994), and the speed of
each method by adopting these sampling techniques
can be improved, the reasons that we adopted the simple randomly sampling technique are twofold:

Experiment 1.3: Time Complexity. It might be interesting to compare the time complexity between the
different methods. In this experiment, we will compare the speed of MDPE, RESC, ALKS, LMedS, and
RANSAC. We do not consider the Hough Transform,
because the speed of Hough transform depends on the
dimension of parameter space, the range of each parameter, and the bin size. It also uses a different framework
(voting in parameter space), compared with the other
five methods (which use sampling techniques).
In order to make the speed of each method comparable, the same simple random sampling technique
was used for all five methods. Although some other
sampling techniques exist, such as guided sampling
(Tordoff and Murray, 2002) and GA sampling (Roth
Table 1.

(1) it has been widely used in most robust estimators
(such as LMedS, LTS, RANSAC, ALKS, MUSE,
MINPRAN, etc.).
(2) it is easy to perform.
We used the signals above (a step, three steps, a roof, six
lines, and five circles) to test speed of the five methods.
We repeated the experiments on each signal 10 times,
and the mean time of each method for each signal was
recorded. We performed them all in complete MATLAB code (programming in C code with optimisation
will make the methods faster).
From Table 1, we can see that LMedS and RASAC
have similar speed and they are faster than MDPE,

The comparison of time complexity for the five methods (all time in seconds).
A step

Three steps

A roof

Six lines

Five circles

Percentages of outliers

87%

91%

93%

94%

95%

Number of sampling: m

500

1000

1500

2000

3000

MDPE

7.3

15.1

20.1

28.4

73.4

RESC

12.6

23.8

35.4

47.3

82.2

ALKS

6.4

13.7

19.8

26.7

126.8

LMedS

0.6

1.3

2.0

3.0

14.6

RANSAC

0.7

1.2

1.6

2.5

14.0
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RESC, and ALKS. MDPE is about 35% faster than
RESC. The speed of MDPE is slightly lower than that of
ALKS in line fitting but faster than ALKS in five-circles
fitting. ALKS is also faster than RESC in line fitting,
but slower than RESC in circle fitting. We noted that
the time complexity of ALKS, compared with MDPE
and RESC, is slower in the five-circle signal (2005 data
points) than in the line signals (505 data points). This
is because the ALKS procedure used m p-subsets for
each value of k (as recommended by Lee and Meer, the
number of different k is equal to 19). Thus, when the
number of data points and sampling times is increased,
the increase of time complexity of ALKS in sorting the
residuals of the data points (mainly) is higher than that
of RESC in compressing histogram, and that of MDPE
in calculating density power.
Experiment 2
In the previous experiment, we investigated the characteristics of the six methods to fit data with multiple
structures. Here, we will explore the abilities of the six
methods to fit data with clustered outliers. We generated a line (y = x −1) corrupted by Gaussian noise with
zero mean and standard variance σ1 . The line had γ data
points. Among the total 500 data points, α data points
were randomly distributed in the range of (0, 100.0),
and β clustered outliers were added to the signals, possessing a spherical bivariate normal distribution with
standard variance σ2 and mean (80.0, 30.0).
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

γ
γ
γ
γ

= 100, σ1
= 100, σ1
= 275, σ1
= 275, σ1

= 1.0; α
= 1.0; α
= 1.0; α
= 5.0; α

= 200; β = 200; σ2 = 5.0.
= 200; β = 200; σ2 = 2.0.
= 0; β = 225; σ2 = 1.0.
= 0; β = 225; σ2 = 1.0.

Figure 4 shows that both the standard variance of
clustered outliers σ2 and the standard variance of inliers to the line σ1 will decide the accuracy of the results estimated by the six methods. When σ1 is small
and σ2 is large, all methods except for LMedS can correctly fit the line although a large number of clustered
outliers existed in the data (see Fig. 4(a)). The LMedS
failed because it cannot tolerate more than 50% outliers. When the standard variance of clustered outliers
is small, i.e., the outliers are densely clustered within a
small range; the ability of MDPE, RESC, ALKS, and
RANSAC to resist the influence of clustered outliers
will be greatly reduced (see Fig. 4(b)). As shown in
Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d), the standard variance of in-

liers to the line will also affect the accuracy of the results by LMedS, MDPE, RESC, ALKS, and RANSAC.
When σ1 was 5.0 (Fig. 4(d)), all the five methods
failed to fit the line even with only 45% clustered
outliers.
The Hough Transform, to our surprise, showed excellent performance to resist clustered outliers. It succeeded to fit all the four signals despite clustered outliers. We note that the Hough Transform adopts a different framework to the other five methods: it uses a
voting technique in parameter spaces instead of residual space. It would seem that the objective functions
of all other methods fail to score the correct solutions
highly (for MDPE, RESC, and RANSAC) or lowly (for
LMedS and ALKS) enough when there are large numbers of very highly clustered outliers. This has been
noted before with the LMedS (e.g., Wang and Suter,
2003a) and is presumably one reason why the proofs
of high breakdown point specifically stipulates rather
generally distributed outliers.
Experiment 3
It is important to know the characteristics of the various methods when the signals were contaminated by
different percentages of outliers. In this experiment, we
will draw the “breakdown plot” and compare the abilities of the six methods to resist different percentages
of outliers (In order to avoid crowding, each sub-figure
in Fig. 5 includes three methods). We generated step
signals (y = Ax + B) as follows:
Signals: line 1: x: (0–55), A = 0, B = 30, γ1 will be
decreased with the increase of uniformly distributed
outliers α; line 2: x: (55–100), A = 0, B = 60,
γ2 = 25; for both lines: σ = 1.
In total 500 points. 15 clustered outliers centred at (80,
10) with unit variance were added to the signals. At
the beginning, γ1 = 460, α = 0, so the first signal
had an initial 8% outliers; then for every repeat of the
experiment 5 points we moved from γ1 to uniform outliers (α) ranging over (0–100) until γ1 = 25. Thus the
percentage of outliers in the data points changed from
8% to 95%. The whole procedure above was repeated
20 times.
As Fig. 5 illustrated, the LMedS first broke down
(at about 50% of outliers) among all these six estimators. ALKS broke down even when outliers comprised less than 80%; RESC began to break down
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Figure 4. Experiment where the six methods are fitting a line with clustered outliers. The standard variance of both clustered outliers and
inliers will affect the results of the six methods.

when outliers comprised more than 88% of the total
data.
From Fig. 5, we can also see that, provided with
the correct error bound (for RANSAC) and with a
“good” bin size (for Hough Transform), RANSAC and
Hough Transform can tolerant more than 50% outliers. RANSAC began to break down at 92% outliers;
Hough transform began to break down when outliers
exceed 88% (broke down at 89% or more outliers).
However, the performance of RANSAC is largely dependent on the correct choice of error tolerance. If
the error tolerance deviated from the correct error
tolerance, RANSAC will completely breakdown (see
Experiment 4.2). Similarly, the good performance of

Hough Transform is largely dependent on the choice
of accumulator bin size. If the bin size is wrongly
given, Hough Transform will also breakdown (this
phenomenon was also pointed out by Chen and Meer
(2002)).
In contrast, the MDPE has the highest robustness
among the six methods. The MDPE began to break
down only at 94% outliers. However, even at 94% and
95% outliers, the MDPE had still, loosely speaking,
about 75% correct estimation rate out of the 20 times.
Another thing we noticed is that the ALKS has some
obvious fluctuations in the results when the outliers are
less than 30%, while the other five have not this undesirable characteristic. This may be because the robust
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Breakdown plot for the six methods: (a1) and (a2) error in A vs. outlier percentage; (b1) and (b2) error in B vs. outlier percentage.

estimate of the noise variance is not valid for small or
large k values (k is the optimum value to be determined
by the data).
Among all these six methods, MDPE and RANSAC
have similar accuracy. They are more accurate than
RESC, ALKS, and LMedS. The accuracy of the Hough
Transform greatly depends on the accumulator bin size
in each parameter space. Generally speaking, the larger
the bin size is, the lower accuracy the Hough Transform
may have. Thus, in order to obtain higher accuracy, one
needs to reduce the bin size. However, this will lead to
an increase in storage requirements and computational
complexity. Also, one can have a bin size that is too
small (theoretically, each bin receives less votes and in
the limit of very small bin size, no bin will have more
than 1 vote!).

Experiment 4
The problem of the choice of window radius in the
means shift, i.e., bandwidth selection, has been widely
investigated during the past decades (Silverman, 1986;
Wand and Jones, 1995; Comaniciu and Meer, 1999,
2002; Comaniciu et al., 2001). Comaniciu and Meer
(2002) suggested several techniques for the choice of
window radius:
(1) The optimal bandwidth should be the one that minimizes AMISE;
(2) The choice of the bandwidth can be taken as
the center of the largest operating range over
which the same results are obtained for the same
data.
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(3) The best bandwidth maximizes a function that expresses the quality of the results.
(4) User provides top-down information to control the
kernel bandwidth.

investigate the effect of window size in MDPE, the
window radius h was set from 1 to 20 with increasing step by 1 each time. The results were repeated
20 times.
Figure 6 shows that the absolute errors in A and B
increase with the window radius h (when h is larger
than some range) because when the radius becomes
larger, it is possible that more outliers were included
within the converged window. The percentage of outliers has influence on the sensitivity of the results to
the choice of window radius: when the data include a
higher percentage of outliers, the results are relatively
more sensitive to the choice of window radius; in contrast, when there are a less percentage of outliers in
the data, the results are relatively less sensitive to the
choice the window radius.

Next we will investigate the influence of the choice of
window radius on the results of MDPE.
Experiment 4.1. The influence of the window radius
and the percentage of outliers on MDPE.
Although the MDPE has showed its powerful ability to tolerate large percentage of outliers (including
pseudo-outliers), its success is decided by the correct
choice of window radius h. If h is chosen too small, it
is possible that the densities of data points in the residual space may not be correctly estimated (the density
function is a noisy function with many local peaks and
valleys), and some inliers may possibly be neglected;
on the other hand, if h is set too large, the window will
include all the data points including inliers and outliers;
all peaks and valleys of the density function will also
be smoothed out. In order to investigate the influence
of the choice of window radius h and percentage of
outliers on the estimated results, we generated a step
signal: y = Ax + B, where A = 0, B = 30 for x: (0–55),
γ1 = 100; and A = 0, B = 70 for x: (55–100), γ2 = 80.
The line was corrupted by Gaussian noise with a unit
variance. In total, 500 data points were generated. Uniformly distributed outliers in the range (0–100) were
added to the signal so that the data respectively included 50%, 60%, 70% and 80% outliers (including
uniformly distributed outliers and pseudo outliers). To

Experiment 4.2. The influence of the choice of error
tolerance on RANSAC.
We notice that RANSAC has an important
parameter—error tolerance (i.e. error bound of inliers),
the correct choice of which is crucial for the method’s
success in model fitting. The purpose of error tolerance
in RANSAC has some similarity to the window radius
h in MDPE: they both restrict immediate consideration
of the data within some range; MDPE uses the densities of the data within the converged window; RANASC
uses the number of the data within error tolerance. It
would be interesting to investigate the sensitivity of the
results to the choice of the error bounds in RANSAC.
We used the same signal as used in Fig. 6 and the results
were repeated 20 times.
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As Fig. 7 show, RANSAC has little robustness to
the choice of different error bound. When the error
bound deviated from the true value (which is assumed
as a priori knowledge), RANSAC totally break down.
Moreover, the result of RANSAC is very sensitive the
choice of error bound, regardless of the percentages
of outliers that are included in the data: even when
data included 50% outliers, RANSAC still broke down
when the error bound was wrongly provided. This is
different to the behaviour of MDPE. As shown in Fig. 6,
when the data include 50% of outliers, the results of
MDPE showed robustness for a large range of h (from
1 to 15).

Experiment 4.3. The relationship between the noise
level of signal and the choice of window radius for
MDPE.
Next, we will investigate the relationship between
the noise level of inliers and the choice of window
radius. We use the step signal with 70% outliers that is
used in Fig. 6. But we change the standard variance of
the step signal from 1 to 4, with interval 1.
Figure 8 shows that the results are similar when
the noise levels of the step signal are set from 1 to
3. However, when the standard variance of the signal is increased to 4, the tolerance range to the choice
of window radius has an obvious reduction; and the
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fluctuation in the estimated parameters is larger for
higher noise level in the signal than lower one. In fact,
we have noticed that, not surprisingly, when the noise
level is too large, the accuracy of all methods that are
used for comparison is low. The breakdown point of
these methods will decrease with the increase of noise
level of signal.
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The second example is to fit a circle edge of one
cup out of twelve cups. Among the total 1959 data
points, the inliers corresponding to each cup were
less than 10% of the total data points. This is another multiple-solution case: the fitted circle can correspond to any cup in the twelve cups. As shown in
Fig. 10, MDPE, RANSAC, and Hough Transform all
correctly found a cup edge (the result of RANSAC
was relatively less accurate than that of MDPE), but
each method found a different circle (Note: as these
are not synthetic data, we do not have the correct error
bound for RANSAC and bin size for Hough Transform.
We empirically chose the error bound for RANSAC
and bin size for Hough Transform so that the performance was optimised). However, all other three methods (RESC, ALKS, and LMedS), which are closer
to MDPE in spirit, failed to fit the circle edge of a
cup.

Experiment 5
In this experiment, we will give two real images to
show the ability of MDPE to tolerate large percentage
of outliers.
The first example is to fit a line in the pavement
shown in Fig. 9. The edge image was obtained by using
Canny operator with threshold 0.15 and included 2213
data points (shown in Fig. 9(b)). There were about 85%
outliers (most belonging to pseudo-outliers which had
structures and belonged to other lines) in the data. Six
methods (MDPE, RESC, ALKS, LMedS, RANSAC,
and Hough Transform) were applied to fit a line in the
pavement. As shown in Fig. 9(c), ALKS and LMedS
failed to correctly fit a line in the pavement; while the
other four methods correctly found a line.

6.

Modifying MDPE: Quick MDPE (QMDPE)

As shown in Section 5, the MDPE has a very high robustness and can tolerate a large percentage of outliers

(a)

(b)

LMedS

ALKS
Others

(c)

Figure 9. Fitting a line: (a) one real pavement; (b) the edge image obtained by using Canny operator; and (c) the results of line fitting obtained
by the six methods.
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Figure 10. Fitting a circle edge: (a) twelve cups; (b) the edge image obtained by using Canny operator; and (c) the results of circle fitting
obtained by the six methods.

including gross noise and pseudo-outliers. However,
the time needed to calculate the densities fˆ(X i ) of
all data points within the converged window Wc is
large when the number of the data points is very large.
It takes O(n) time to calculate the density fˆ(X i ) at
one point X i . If there are nw data points within the
converged window Wc , the time complexity of computing the probability density power function ψDP is
O(n ∗ nw). In range image processing, nw may be tens
of thousands to hundreds of thousands. For such huge
numbers of range data points, the MDPE is not computationally efficient. A quicker version of MDPE with a
similar higher breakdown point to is needed for range
image segmentation. In this section, we will modify our
MDPE to produce a quicker version, called QMDPE.

6.1.

QMDPE

MDPE measures the entire probability densities of
all data points within the converged mean shift window. However, QMDPE uses only the density of
the point in the center of the converged window.
QMDPE, like MDPE, also assumes inliers occupy a
relative majority, with Gaussian-like distribution, of
the data points. Thus, when a model to fit is correctly estimated, the center of the converged window (X c ) in residual space should be as close to
zero as possible; and the probability density fˆ(X c )
of the point at X c should be as high as possible.
Then we define the probability density power function, which uses only one point’s probability density, as
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follows:
ψDP =

( fˆ(X c ))α
.
exp(|X c |)

when outliers occupied more than 92% of the data,
the QMDPE still acted reasonably reliably (about 70%,
loosely speaking, correct). The percentage of outliers at
which the QMDPE began to break down is higher than
that of the LMedS (51%), the ALKS (80%), the RESC
(89%), and the Hough Transform (89%) methods; the
QMDPE and the RANSAC have similar performance.
However, RANSAC needs a priori knowledge about the
error bound of inliers; QMDPE need no prior knowledge about the error bounds. Although its robustness to
outliers is a little lower than the MDPE, the QMDPE algorithm is faster than the MDPE because it saves time
in calculating the probability density power for each
randomly sampled p-tuple.

(8)

Where α is a factor that adjusts the relative influence
of the probability density to the residual of the point
corresponding to the center of the converged window. It
is empirically determined to get the best performance.
We adjusted the value by comparing the results in both
synthetic data and real image data used in Section 5,
and set it to be 2.0 for optimal achievement. We note
that the empirically best value of α in Eq. (8) is different
to that in Eq. (7), where α is set to 1.0.
Because only the probability density on the point
corresponding to the center of the converged window
needs to be calculated, the time cost to compute the
probability density power in QMDPE is greatly reduced when the number of data is very large (for example, range image data).
6.2.
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6.3.

The Time Complexity of QMDPE

Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows the time complexity of QMDPE. We can see that QMDPE is slower
then LMedS and RANSAC. However, the speed of
QMDPE is faster than that of MDPE, RESC, and
ALKS. QMDPE is about 20% faster than MDPE and
almost 100% faster than RESC in line fitting. Of course,
the time complexity of these methods may change to
some extent for different types of signal (for example,
RESC is slower than ALKS in the analysis of the four
line signal but faster than ALKS in five circle signal;
QMDPE is much faster than MDPE in our experiments
with range image data). It is not practical to compare
the time complexity of all methods for all types of

The Breakdown Plot of QMDPE

Now, we compare the tolerance of QMDPE to outliers
with other estimators (including the LMedS, ALKS,
RESC, RANSAC, Hough Transform, and the MDPE
as shown in Fig. 5). From Fig. 11 (experiments repeated 20 times and results were averaged), we can see
that the QMDPE began to breakdown when outliers
involved more than 92% of the data. However, even
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Breakdown plot for the QMDPE method: (a) error in A vs. outlier percentage and (b) error in B vs. outlier percentage.
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Table 2.

The time complexity of QMDPE (in seconds).

7.

A step

Three steps

A roof

Six lines

Five circles

5.8

12.1

16.6

23.0

61.4

QMDPE

7.1.

1. The computational cost. QMDPE is an improved
(in speed) MDPE. Its computational cost is much
less than MDPE’s computational cost. Even so, for
a range image with a large number of data points
(262,144 data points in our case), employing a hierarchical structure in our algorithm greatly optimises
the computational speed.
2. Handling of intersections of surfaces. When two
surfaces intersect, points around the intersection
line may possibly be assigned to either surface (see
Fig. 13). In fact, the intersection line is on both surfaces and the data points are inliers to both surfaces.
Additional information (such as the normal to the
surface at each pixel) should be used to handle data
near the intersection line.
3. Handling virtual intersection. It is popular in modelbased methods to directly estimate parameters of
a primitive; and classify data points belonging to
the primitive according to the estimated parameters.
The data points on the surface will then be masked
out and not be processed in later steps. However,

The Influence of Window Radius on the Results
of QMDPE

Now, we will investigate the influence of window radius
on the results of the QMDPE. From Fig. 12, we can
see that, although the percentage of outliers also has an
affect on the choice of window radius (the results are
relatively more sensitive to the choice of window radius
when the outliers are more), the results of QMDPE
show less sensitivity to the choice of window radius
h than that of MDPE (see Fig. 6). The reason is: the
window radius h plays two roles in MDPE. First, h is
related to the density estimation; Second, the density
power in MDPE will count all points’ densities within
the converged window (where h is the radius of the
window). However, because we use only one point to
estimate the density power, h is only used for density
estimation in QMDPE. Thus, the results of QMDPE
are less sensitive to the choice of window radius than
that of MDPE.

0.6

0.5

From Estimator to Segmenter

To test utility of QMDPE, we apply it to range image segmentation. However, segmentation is a (surprisingly) complex task and an estimator cannot simply be
applied directly without considering:

signals. Our work will give the reader some rough idea
of the time complexity of each method.

6.4.

Applying QMDPE to Range Image
Segmentation
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The influence of window radius on the results of the QMDPE.
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(a)

(d)
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(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 13. A comparison of using normal information or not using normal information. (a) Range image (ABW test.10 from the USF database);
(b) The segmentation result without using normal information; (c) The points near or on the intersection of two planes may be classified to both
planes without considering normal information; (d) and (e) The result using normal information; (f) The ground truth result.

sometimes two surfaces do not actually intersect,
but the extension of one surface is intersected by the
other surface. In this case, the connected component
algorithm (Lumia, Shapiro et al., 1983) should be
employed.
4. Removal of the isolated outliers. When all surfaces are estimated, some isolated outliers, due
to the noise introduced by range image camera,
may remain. At this stage, a post processing procedure should be made to eliminate the isolated
outliers.
The originators of other novel estimators (e.g. ALKS,
RESC, MUSE, MINPRAN) have also applied their estimators to range image segmentation, but they have
not generally tackled all of the above issues. Hence,
even those interested in applying ALKS/RESC or any
other estimator to range image segmentation may find
several of the components of our complete implementation independently useful.

7.2.

Range Image Segmentation Methods:
A Brief Overview

Perception of surfaces in the images has played a
very important role in image understanding and threedimensional object recognition. There are many threedimensional image segmentation methods published in
the literature. Generally speaking, these segmentation
methods can be classified into two major classes:
1. Edge-based segmentation techniques (Ghosal and
Mehrotra, 1994; Wani and Batchelor, 1994).
2. Region-based segmentation techniques or clustering techniques (Hoffman and Jain, 1987; Jiang and
Bunke, 1994; Fitzgibbon et al., 1995).
In edge-based segmentation methods, it is important to
correctly extract the discontinuities—surface discontinuities (boundaries and jumps) and orientation discontinuities (creases and roofs), which will be used to
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guide the followed segmentation process. The main difficulties that edge-based segmentation techniques meet
are:

Lee et al., 1998; Chen and Meer, 2002). These methods
are very robust to noisy or occluded data.

• The effectiveness of these methods will be greatly
reduced when range images contain noise;
• When the edge operator mask size is increased, the
computational time will be greatly increased.
• When the edge pixels detected by edge operator are not continuous (especially in noisy image), it will be difficult to link these discontinuous
pixels.
• Also, the reliability of the crease edge detectors
makes edge-based methods questionable.

7.3.

Region-based techniques have wider popularity than
edge-based techniques. The essence of region growing
techniques is that they segment range images based
on the similarities of feature vectors corresponding to
pixels in range images. The region-based techniques
first estimate the feature vectors at each pixel, and
then aggregate the pixels that have similar feature vectors; and at the same time, separate the pixels whose
feature vectors are dissimilar, to form a segmented
region.
Region-based methods also have some problems:
• They have many parameters to control the processing
of the region growing. Most of these parameters need
to be predetermined.
• The choice of initial region greatly affects the performance of most region-based methods. When the
seeds are placed on a boundary or on a noise corrupted part of the image, the results will break down.
• The region boundaries are often distorted because of
the noise in the range images.
• In clustering-based methods, to adaptively estimate
the actual number of clusters in the range image is
difficult.
Another way of classifying a segmentation approach
is that which uses the notion of model-driven (topdown). The model-driven methods are appealing because it has been proved that these methods have similarities to the human cognitive process (Neisser, 1967;
Gregory, 1970). The model-based methods can directly
extract the required primitives from the unprocessed
raw range images. Model-based methods, in particular,
robust model based approaches, have been attracting
more and more attention (Roth and Levine, 1990; Yu
et al., 1994; Stewart, 1995; Miller and Stewart, 1996;

A Model-Driven Algorithm, Based on QMDPE,
for Range Image Segmentation

In Roth and Levine (1990), the authors also employed
a robust estimator—LMedS to segment range image.
They firstly found the largest connected region bounded
by edge pixels; then they used LMedS to fit the geometric primitive in the chosen region. They assumed
the largest connected region contained only one geometric primitive. However, if the region includes more
than two geometric primitives (for complicated range
images), and each geometric primitive has less than
50% data in the region, the estimated primitive will be
wrong because LMedS has only up to 0.5 breakdown
point.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is a modelbased method and can directly extract planar primitives
from the raw images. Because the QMDPE is very robust to noise, the algorithm has the advantage that it
can resist the influence of a large amount of random
noise in the range image. Also, the proposed algorithm
is robust to the presence of multiple structures. Because
we employed a hierarchical structure in the algorithm,
the computing time for range image segmentation is
greatly reduced. Since we sequentially removed the
detected surfaces one by one, the average time to segment the range image will be affected by how many
surfaces the range image includes. However, the computing time will not be greatly affected by the size of
the range image as we use a sampling hierarchical technique.
The steps of the algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Mark all invalid points. For example, shadow pixels
may occur in a structured light scanner (e.g. ABW)
image, these points will not be processed in next
steps.
2. Calculate the normal of each range pixel and identify the jump edge pixels.
Although the QMDPE algorithm was designed
to fit the data despite noise and multiple structures,
it requires that the data points of the model should
occupy a relative majority of the whole data. This
can be satisfied in a lot of range images (and the presented algorithm can deal with the whole image as
raw image). However, for some very complicated
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

range images (those with many objects and surfaces), this requirement is not always satisfied. Using the information provided by the jump edge will
help to coarsely segment the range image to some
small regions (each may include several planes).
Employ a hierarchal sampling technique. The proposed algorithm employs a hierarchal structure
based on the fact that when an image is regularly
sampled, the main details will remain while some
minor details may be lost.
Apply the QMDPE to obtain the parameters of the
estimated primitive. For the current level in the hierarchy, we use the whole sampled image as the
data to deal with. We apply the QMDPE algorithm
to that data which yields the plane parameters. The
inliers corresponding to the estimated plane parameters are then identified. At this stage, it is difficult
to tell which plane, of any two intersecting planes,
the data that are on or near the intersection line belong to. Note: this case is not considered in the popular range image segmentation methods employing robust estimators such as RESC, MUSE and
ALKS (Yu et al., 1994; Miller and Stewart, 1996;
Lee et al., 1998). We handle this case in the next
step.
Using normals information. When the angle between the normal of the data point that has been
classified as an inlier, and the estimated plane normal, is less than a threshold value (T -angle, 40 degree in our case), the data point is accepted for step
5. Otherwise, the data point is rejected and is classified as a “left-over pont” for further processing.
As shown in Fig. 13, when we did not consider the
normal information, the range image was over segmented because of the intersection of two planes
(pointed out by the arrow in Fig. 13(b) and (c)). As
comparison, we obtain the right result when we considered the normal information (see Fig. 13(d) and
(e)).
Using the connected component algorithm to extract
the maximum connected component and label them.
The remaining unlabeled inliers will be used in
the next loop for further processing.
Select the connected component for processing in
the next loop.
For all unlabeled data points, we use jump edge
information and connected component analysis to
extract the component with the maximum number of the connected data points for the next loop.
When the number of the data points belonging to
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the maximum connected component is larger than
a threshold (T -cc), we repeat Step 4–6. Otherwise,
we stop this hierarchy and go to the next higher
level in the hierarchy until the top of the hierarchy
(512-by-512).
8. Finally, we eliminate the isolated outliers and assign them to the majority of their eight-connected
neighbors.

7.4.

Experiments in Range Image Segmentation

Since one main advantage of our method, over the traditional methods, is that it can resist the influence of
noise, we put some randomly distributed noise into
the range images (note, as the whole image is dealt
with at the beginning of the segmentation, there is also
a high percentage of pseudo-outliers existing in the
data).
As shown in Fig. 14, we add 15% randomly distributed noise, i.e. 39322 noisy points were added to
each range image taken from the USF ABW range image database (test28, test27, and test13). The main surfaces were recovered by our method. Only a slight distortion appeared on some boundaries of neighbouring
surfaces. In fact, the accuracy of the range data, and
the accuracy of normal at each range point, will have
an effect on the distortion.
It is important to compare the results of our method
with the results of other methods. In the next experiment, we will compare our results with those of the
three state-of-art range image segmenters (i.e. the USF,
WSU and UB, see Hoover et al. (1996)).
Figures 15(a) and 16(a) are the range image and (b)
is the edge map of the manually made ground truth
segmentation result. The results obtained by all methods should be compared with the results of the ground
truth. (c) is the results obtained by the USF. From Figs.
15(c) and 16(c), we can see the USF’s results contained
many noisy points. In both Figs. 15(d) and 16(d), the
WSU segmenter missed surfaces. The WSU segmenter
also under segmented the surface in Fig. 16(d). From
Figs. 15(e) and 16(e), we can see the boundaries on
the junction of surfaces were distorted relatively seriously. Our results are shown in Figs. 15(f) and 16(f).
Compared with other methods, the proposed method
performed best. Our method directly extracted the planar primitives. In the proposed method, the parameters requiring tuning are less than other traditional
methods.
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Figure 14. Segmentation of ABW range images from the USF database. (a), (d) and (g) Range image with 15% random noises; (b), (e) and
(h) Segmentation result by the proposed algorithm; (c), (f) and (i) The ground truth results.

Adopting hierarchical sampling technique in the proposed method greatly reduces its time cost. The processing time of the method is affected to a relatively
large extent by the number of surfaces in the range
images. The processing time for a range image including simple objects is faster than that for a range image
including complicated objects. Generally speaking, it

takes about 40 seconds (on an AMD800 MHz personal
computer programmed in un-optimised C language) for
segmenting a range image with less surfaces and about
80–100 seconds for a range image including more surfaces. This includes the time for computing normal
information at each range pixel (which takes about
12 seconds).
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Figure 15. Comparison of the segmentation results for ABW range image (test. 1) from the USF database. (a) Range image; (b) The result of
ground truth; (c) The result by the USF; (d) The result by the WSU; (e) The result by the UB; and (f) The result by the proposed method.

Figure 16. Comparison of the segmentation results for ABW range image (train 6) from the USF database. (a) Range image; (b) The result of
ground truth; (c) The result by the USF; (d) The result by the WSU; (e) The result by the UB; and (f) The result by the proposed method.
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Conclusion

The contributions of this paper are twofold: first we
introduce a new and highly robust estimator (MDPE),
and secondly we apply an improved version (in speed)
of the new estimator—QMDPE, to the computer vision
task of segmenting range data. The latter is more than
a mere application of the estimator in a straightforward
manner. There are a number of issues that need to be
addressed when applying an estimator (any estimator)
to such a problem. The solutions we have found, to
these practical problems that arise in the segmentation
task, should be of independent interest. The resulting
combination of a highly robust estimator and a very
careful application of that estimator, produces a very
effective method for range segmentation.
MDPE is similar to many random sampling estimators: we randomly choose several p-subsets, and
we calculate the residuals for the fit determined by
each p-subset. However, the crux of the method is
that we apply the mean shift procedure to find the local maximum density of these residuals. Furthermore,
we evaluate a density power measure involving this
maximum density. The final estimated parameters are
those determined by the one p-subset corresponding
the maximum density power over all of the evaluated
p-subsets. Our method, and hence our definition of
maximum density power, is based on the assumption
that when a model is correctly fitted, its inliers in residual space should have a higher probability density, and
the residual at the maximum probability density of inliers should have a low absolute value. This captures the
dual notions that: the data points having lower residuals
should be as many as possible, and that the residuals
should be as small as possible. In that sense, our method
combines the essence of two popular estimators: Least
Median of Squares (low residuals) and RANSAC (maximum number of inliers). However, unlike RANSAC,
MDPE scores the results by the densities of data points
falling into the converged window and on the size of
residual of the point corresponding to local maximum
density. Contrast this also with the Least Median of
Squares, which uses a single statistic (the median).
The result of our innovation is a highly robust estimator. The MDPE can tolerate more than 85% outliers,
and has regularly been observed to function well with
even more than 90% outliers.
We also developed a quicker version—QMDPE. The
advantage of the QMDPE is in that only the probability density corresponding to the center of the converged

mean shift window needs to be calculated, therefore the
time cost to compute the probability density power is
greatly reduced. Although the QMDPE has a relatively
lower tolerance to outliers than the MDPE, the QMDPE
still has a better tolerance than most available estimators (such as M-estimators, LMedS, LTS, RANSAC,
ALKS, and RESC). We recommend that when the number of data points is small (say less than 5000 points)
and the task has a high reliance on the robustness of the
estimator, then MDPE is an ideal choice. On the other
hand, when the task involves a large number of data
points (for example, range image segmentation which
often involves more than tens of thousands of data), and
the speed is a relatively important factor to consider, it
is better to choose the QMDPE rather than the MDPE.
We also compared our method with several traditional (RANSAC, Hough Transform and LMedS) and
recently provided methods (RESC and ALKS). From
our experimental analysis, it is hard to say if any method
has a clear advantage. LMedS and RANSAC are the
fastest among the six methods. However, the apparent
breakdown point of LMedS is lower; and RANSAC
needs a priori knowledge of the error bounds. The results of RANSAC are very sensitive the choice of error
bounds, even when the percentage of outliers is low.
The Hough Transform shows excellent performance
when the data include clustered outliers. However, the
space requirement and time complexity is high when
the dimension of parameters is high and high accuracy is required. Among recently proposed estimators:
MDPE, RESC, and ALKS; MDPE has the highest robustness to outliers. ALKS shows less robustness, and
instability when the percentage of outliers is small.
However, it is completely data driven. Although RESC
needs user to adjust some parameters, it is also a highly
robust estimator. So, we can see each method has some
advantages and disadvantages.
When the percentage of outliers is very large or
there are many structures in the data (pseudo-outliers),
one problem in carrying out all of the methods which
use random sampling techniques is: the number of psubsets to be sampled, m, will be huge. Fortunately,
several other sampling techniques, such as guided sampling (Tordoff and Murray, 2002) and GA sampling
(Roth and Levine, 1991; Yu et al., 1994), appeared during recent years. Investigation of sampling techniques
is beyond the scope of this paper but should be addressed in future work.
In concluding, we must remark on the shortcomings
of the approaches we are hereby promoting. From a
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theoretical point of view, a lot remains to be studied.
Though we promote our schemes in terms of “breakdown point”, we acknowledge a number of issues in
respect of this. We have not formally defined “breakdown point”; nor, consequently, have we in any way
attempted to prove attainment of a high breakdown
point. In these respects, our approach is intuitive and
empirical.
However, we trust, despite these shortcomings, the
techniques we have described will be of use to the
computer vision community (and wider) as the basis
of proven practical methods which can be refined, and
whose theoretical underpinnings can be explored. For
example, during the latter stages of revising this paper,
we applied a version of modified QMDPE to robust
optical flow calculation (Wang and Suter, 2003b).
Moreover, we must point out that, despite impressions that may be obtained by reading much of the literature, particularly that aimed more at the practitioner,
more traditionally accepted techniques still have their
shortcomings in similar ways. For example, though it is
often cited that Least Median of Squares has a proven
breakdown point of 50%, it is often overlooked that all
practical implementations of Least Median of Squares
are an approximate form of Least Median of Squares
(and thus only have a weaker guarantee of robustness).
Indeed, the robustness of practical versions of Least
Median of Squares hinges on the robustness of two
components (and in two different ways): the robustness
of the median residual as a measure of quality of fit
and the robustness of the random sampling procedure
to find at least one residual distribution whose median
is not greatly affected by outliers. Our procedures, like
many other procedures, share the second vulnerability
as we too rely on random sampling techniques.
The first vulnerability is sometimes disregarded for
practical versions of Least Median of Squares, because
robustness is viewed as being guaranteed by virtue of
the proof of robustness for the ideal Least Median of
Squares.
However, two comments should be made in this respect. Firstly, that proof relies on assumptions regarding the outlier distribution and it can easily be shown
that clustered outliers will invalidate that proof. Secondly, there is an inherent “gap” between a proof for an
ideal procedure and what one can say about an approximation to that procedure. We believe that our method
of scoring the fits better protects against the vulnerabilities that structure in the outliers expose. We have
presented empirical evidence to support that.
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Notes
1. Some others may like to call it a “Least Mode Estimator”—we
are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
2. In an earlier version of this work (Wang and Suter, 2002), we
employed two factors to adjust both the density term and the
exponential in Eq. (7). However, because MDPE only relies on
the ratio between the two terms, we thus need only one factor α
to adjust relative influence of density.
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